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A Comprehensive Study of Module Layouts for
Silicon Solar Cells Under Partial Shading

Nils Klasen , Florian Lux, Julian Weber , Torsten Roessler, and Achim Kraft

Abstract—Integrated applications for solar energy production
becomes increasingly important. The electrification of car bodies
and building facades are only two prominent examples. In such
applications shading becomes a challenging problem, since the
classic serial interconnection of solar cells in terms of power output
is highly vulnerable to partial shading. In this article, we investigate
the three most common module layouts in the market (conventional,
butterfly, and shingle string) and add a fourth layout (shingle
matrix) to be introduced to the market in the future. We discuss an
approach to cluster shadings occurring in urban surroundings into
basic shapes like “rectangular” and “random”. Choosing a Monte
Carlo technique in combination with latin hypercube sampling
(LHS), we consider more than 3000 scenarios in total. For the evalu-
ation of the scenarios, we conduct circuit simulations using LTspice.
Furthermore, we define a normalization base, which considers
only partial shading as a quantitative baseline for comparison.
Our results show, that already for 200–400 scenarios the obtained
output values stabilize. Among the investigated module layouts, the
shingle matrix interconnection achieves the highest score, followed
by a shingle string, half-cell butterfly and the conventional full-cell
layout.

Index Terms—LTspice simulations, partial shading, shading
resilience, shingle matrix, shingling.

I. INTRODUCTION

SHADING of a photovoltaic device stops its power gener-
ation, and even partial shading can amount to significant

losses in the expected energy harvest. Investigations by Jahn
and Nasse [1] show that for example in Germany 41% of the
PV systems installed on roof tops are subjected to shading. This
causes energy yield losses of up to 20% [1] and thus becomes
especially relevant for the progressing electrification of various
surfaces in urban environments like building facades or car
bodies. Often, vegetation is a source of shading [3], [4], but
also poles, chimneys and antennas have a contribution [5]–[7].
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Within the recent years, there has been a diversification of PV
module products and new module layouts like a “butterfly” for
half-cut solar cells, shingle strings [8] or matrix shingling [9]
have been introduced as alternatives to the “conventional” strict
series interconnection of full wafer cells. Within the latter, the
most common measure to reduce power generation losses caused
by shading, is the implementation of bypass diodes in parallel to
the solar cell strings [10], [11]. By reducing the reverse bias on
shaded solar cells, bypassing also mitigates the risk of hotspot
formation on shaded solar cells.

Investigations of solar module layouts show some similarities
to studies investigating solar array topologies [12] where e.g.,
the “total-cross-tied” configuration basically is a scaled to power
plant version of the shingle matrix approach [13]. Often, the
strategy to encounter the problem of mismatching currents when
shading occurs is to implement parallel interconnections [14] or
increase the number of bypass diodes per module [15]. Studies
of partial shading in urban surroundings often consider specific
shading conditions to gain an energy yield predictions [14] for
different configurations of both module and array interconnec-
tion scheme. In this article, we want to investigate today’s most
common module topology with the aim to rate their suitability
for the application in an urban environment.

Half-cut solar cells and 1/5th or 1/6th shingle solar cells offer a
new flexibility to combine serial and parallel interconnections of
solar cells and thereby enhance the power output under partial
shading [6]. According to the ITRPV, the conventional strict
serial interconnection of solar cells will soon be replaced [16]. To
account for the different shading responses of these new module
layouts, we conducted a comprehensive study over a large set of
shading scenarios. By considering the irradiation inhomogeneity
between shaded and unshaded parts in a normalization factor, we
can compare the module layouts regarding their partial shading
response. Circuit simulations based on SPICE are widely used
to compute I–V characteristics of solar power generators and
to yield precise predictions of their power outputs in different
irradiation scenarios [17]–[19].

A key feature of our work are Monte Carlo shading scenarios
to form representative sets for two basic shading shapes (rect-
angular and random). With these, we aim to cover a significant
fraction of shadings occurring in an urban environment. The
scenarios are created so that they span the entire range from
unshaded to fully shaded cases in many small steps and different
shapes. This is a significant extension over investigating only a
small number of specific shading scenarios, such as a gradual
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shading along the module edges or shading of single solar cells
within a solar module [20]–[23].

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Evaluation of the Shading Scenarios

So far, few studies have been dedicated to defining a quantity
describing the shading tolerability of photovoltaic. Often, circuit
simulations based on a one or two diode representation for
the I–V characteristic of the solar cells are used to evaluate
and compare different interconnection approaches with respect
to their power output in specific shading scenarios [23], [24].
Typically only few and simple scenarios are investigated [25].
However, a universal evaluation of the performance of a solar
module under partial shading requires a statistical approach
aiming to cover at least a substantial fraction of the numerous
shading scenarios occurring in field operation.

The first who worked toward the definition of a universal
quantity ST to compare the shading response of PV generators
were Ziar et al. [2]. In their work, they derive an expression for
the permutation of all possible configurations of i irradiation
levels between 0 and 1 kW m−2 on n solar cells in a serial inter-
connection and m parallel interconnected strings; j is defined as
j = i− 1 (for more details on the expression and its derivation
please refer to [2])
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The permutation considers uniform shading across the full
solar cells. According to findings by Quaschning et al. [26] this
is a valid assumption. Moreover, their results imply that uniform
irradiation level on cell level also considers all inhomogeneous
cases, thus varying shading shapes on cell level, within a small
error of ∼2% at the MPP. In the following we refer to this as the
irradiation equality. This principle is also used by Meyer et al.
when investigating shading in PV arrays by a neural network
machine learning algorithm [27].

Ziar et al. [2] show, that their permutation formula for
i → ∞ irradiation levels approaches the following equation
which makes n the only relevant factor influencing ST

lim
i→∞

: ST =
1

n+ 1
. (2)

Our interpretation of (1) |i→∞ = (2) is a lower physical
boundary for what a solar module can yield when subjected to
partial shading. However, in commercial solar modules several
measures can be taken to reduce the vulnerability against partial
shading like bypass diodes, but also using half-cut or shingle
solar cells, which then produce currents spatially distributed
in parallel interconnections and therefore are less likely to be
shaded at the same time. Ziar et al. [2] add a factor λ to account
for such measures

ST = λ
1

n+ 1
. (3)

An analytical description for λ is not found yet and ST
therefore can only be accessed by experiments [2]. This requires
the investigation of different shading scenarios, evaluation of the
resulting module power for each case followed by an averaging
and normalization procedure. Mishra et al. [28] are working on
splitting λ into different contributions and so far managed to
resolve temperature effects during operation. However, the im-
portant contributions of bypass diodes or the spatial distribution
and interconnection scheme of the solar cells of different sizes
to λ are still not found.

Other work by Wang and Sheu [29] tries to find analytical
descriptions of probability densities for random shading of solar
cells. However, they also fail to find analytical representations
for the effect of bypass diodes and continue with numerical
values obtained by Monte Carlo simulations.

In conclusion, it appears that analytical representations of
(partial) shading of solar modules is very hard if not impossible
to achieve. Therefore, we pursuit a Monte Carlo approach to
find reliable average power values. The Monte Carlo technique is
considered very powerful when probabilities are hard to describe
in an analytically closed form. We choose simulations which
offer major advantages in terms of speed and reproducibility
when it comes to the evaluation of many complex scenarios.
SPICE simulations are known to predict solar cell characteris-
tics with a high precision and are therefore also used to, e.g.,
verify simplified electrical models of solar power generators
[27]. Therefore, we chose the state-of-the-art SPICE approach
using the open-source code LTspice. The representation of solar
cell characteristics are discussed in Section II-B, the chosen
approaches to model shading in Section II-D. In our simulations
we consider STC conditions excluding effects like temperature
changes in field operation. A validation of the electrical model
has been published previously and underlines its reliability [30].

In the following paragraph we discuss the averaging and
normalization procedure of this article. Shading scenarios are
randomly created and follow the constraint of an equidistant
distribution regarding their shaded area fraction Ash = A/A0

with the shaded area A and the module area A0. This is shown
exemplarily for the power data points P (Ash) in Fig. 1. For
equidistant steps of the differential on a scale from 0 to 1 the
integration of P (Ash) yields an average value of P . It is an
important condition in our approach that the shading scenarios
cover the entire range from unshaded to fully shaded without
the formation of “clusters” of data points by means of identical
shaded area fractions in multiple scenarios. This demand aims
to consider the entire spectrum equally in the obtained average
power value while at the same time still considering many
possible scenarios.

Fig. 1 also shows two limit functions Pmin and Pmax. Pmax

represents the upper physical limit for the power output under the
assumption of independent operating solar cells following the
irradiation equality. Pmin represents the lowest possible power
output, i.e., when the solar module is shaded completely

Pmax = P0 (1 − (1 − ISO) ·Ash) (4)

Pmin = ISO · P0. (5)
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Fig. 1. Graphical comparison of the relative Shading Tolerability %ST [2]
and the average normalized power for partial shading P̄ps. The case depicted
here corresponds to an irradiation on shaded areas of ISO = 0.2 kW m−2. The
data points show an exemplary function of the module powerP (Ash) computed
by LTspice circuit simulations. The solid line shows the ideal, upper limit Pmax

for independent operating solar cells while the dashed line shows the lower limit
Pmin corresponding to a fully shaded solar module.

In (4) and (5) P0 is the power output without shading, i.e.,
Ash = 0. ISO represents the fraction I/I0 of the global irradi-
ation I0 reaching the solar cells behind the shading object due
to scattering (sky, surrounding objects), reflection (surround-
ing objects) or transmission (semitransparent objects [31]). To
maintain one terminology we adopt this notation from Ziar et al.
[2].

We propose to consider only the inhomogeneous fraction
of the irradiation for the evaluation. We motivate this by the
fact that differences in the response of solar modules to partial
shading originate from the current mismatch, i.e., the irradiation
mismatch between shaded and unshaded parts. Therefore, we
exclude the baseline irradiation ISO by subtraction from the eval-
uation. This results in the evaluation of the average normalized
power for partial shading P̄ps given as

P̄ps =

∫ 1
0 P (Ash)− Pmin dAsh∫ 1

0 Pmax − Pmin dAsh

. (6)

Its graphical representation is given in Fig. 1 by the fraction
of the highlighted areas as well as a graphical representation
of the experimental evaluation according to Ziar et al. [2]. The
difference between both is given by the green rectangle below
Pmin. In [2], the normalization is represented by the striped
area below Pmax which evaluates to 0.5 + ISO/2 considering
Ash = 0 to 1. In this article, it is equal to 0.5 − ISO/2. Combin-
ing (4)–(6) and partially solving the integration for Ash in the
boundaries from 0 to 1, P̄ps is given by (7). The integration of
P (Ash) is done numerically using the trapezoidal rule

P̄ps =
2

(1 − ISO)P0

∫ 1

0
P (Ash) dAsh − 2ISO

1 − ISO
. (7)

Since this approach relies on the Monte Carlo principle,
P (Ash) requires an adequate number of data points to obtain

robust values for P̄ps. Therefore, this method also depends on
the strategy to create sets of representative shading scenarios for
the evaluation of P̄ps. This is further discussed in Sections II-D
and III-A.

B. Solar Cell Characteristics

There are only minor variations in today’s industrial solar
cell manufacturing within each power bin. However, we also
cover these slight differences in our simulations. Therefore,
we characterize a set of 30 solar cells. In the simulation setup the
different characteristics are described by the extended two-diode
model and distributed randomly across the simulated PV module
circuit. The extension of the two-diode model includes the entire
characteristic under reverse bias until break down. The reverse
break down characteristic is represented by a Schottky-diode
term as proposed by Rauschenbach [32]

J (V ) = Jph − J0
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}
− V + JRs
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.

(8)

Compared to the most commonly used Bishop model [33], the
Rauschenbach [32] approach is less complex to implement. Only
three additional parameters are needed in LTspice: The reverse
breakdown voltage VBr, the breakdown avalanche factor nBr

and the diode saturation current density JBr. We treat the nBr as
a fit parameter including the ideality factor of the reverse break
down diode. In LTspice the reverse breakdown parameters are
added to the second diode D1. In summary, the current-voltage
characteristic of the solar cells is represented in(8). The ideality
factors are set to n0 = 1 and n1 = 2.

Fig. 2 shows an exemplary I–V curve of one of the character-
ized commercial passivated emmiter and rear contact (PERC)
shingle solar cells. We find good agreement between the mea-
sured data and both the numerical solution of (8) (solid line)
and an LTspice simulation (dashed line) with the corresponding
set of parameters. Recent findings by Clement et al. [34] show,
that for some cell architecture, the reverse bias characteristic
can be significantly influenced by the irradiation level. We do
not consider this in the article, but find it important to point it
out.

The solar cells are characterized under standard test condi-
tions (1 kW m−2, AM1.5, 25 ◦C) in a Halm Cetis Celltest3 cell
tester under forward bias. Since the reverse breakdown voltage
is out of the operating range of the cell tester, the reverse data
is obtained in a laboratory setup under zero illumination. After
combining both data sets, (8) is fitted to the data by the least
square method. Furthermore, the I–V characteristic is simulated
by means of LTspice.

As simulation input, we take the two-diode parameters ob-
tained for shingle solar cells and scale them to half-cut and
full-sized solar cells.
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TABLE I
EXTENDED TWO DIODE PARAMETERS OBTAINED BY FITTING (8) TO THE MEASUREMENT DATA. EACH GROUP CONTAINS 30 SOLAR CELLS

Fig. 2. Exemplary I–V characteristic of an industrial PERC shingle solar cell
measured for setting up the LTspice module simulations. The data points show
measurement data, the solid line the numerical approximation of (8) and the
dashed line the result of an LTspice simulation with the corresponding set of
parameters.

Table I gives the parameters of the extended two diode model
for 30 commercial PERC shingle solar cells. The data refer to the
characteristics after separation. Errors represent standard devia-
tion found within the group. For more details on characterization,
modeling and validation of this approach, please refer to our
previous work [13].

C. Module Layouts

We compare four different module layouts based on three
different solar cell sizes: M2 full-sized; M2 half-cut; and M2
1/5th shingle solar cells. The module layouts are shown in
Fig. 3: a) the conventional interconnection of full-sized solar
cells; b) the so-called butterfly layout for half-cut solar cells;
c) the shingle string layout; and d) the shingle matrix layout. For
better comparability each module consists of the same number
of full-cell equivalents, although the shingle interconnection in
principle allows the integration of a higher number of full-cell
equivalents on the same module surface due to the overlap of
the solar cells.

Layouts a) to c) represent the majority of today’s commer-
cially available layouts for crystalline silicon solar modules
which currently are estimated to cover 95% of the world market
for photovoltaics [16]. Additionally, the shingle matrix layout
[30] is investigated as a promising candidate to further improve
the shading resilience of solar module products. We do not
consider “dynamic” module layouts which use, e.g., submodule
switches to rearrange the interconnection-scheme within the

solar module [35], since they are still subject to research and
have not yet been introduced to the market. However, they could
be investigated using this method by implementing their static
configurations and then for each scenario pick the configuration
with the highest output. This assumes that the “dynamic” part
of the solar module is capable of always finding the optimal
configuration and is not limited by external conditions like, e.g.,
a maximum output current.

The described method is applicable on any solar module
layout and is also comparable for different solar module sizes.
Challenges involve proper characterization and modeling of the
entire I–V curve of the solar cells, since often I–V testers cannot
access high enough negative voltages to include the reverse
breakdown regime. For solar modules of different sizes, shading
scenarios should be scaled accordingly.

While the assignment of solar cells in the considered PV
modules is shown in the upper part of Fig. 3, the electrical
interconnection is sketched in the lower part, including the
implementation of three bypass diodes. The butterfly layout
consists of two parallel interconnected blocks of solar cells,
which are divided by the bypass diodes arranged in the center.
The shingle string interconnection consists of six parallel in-
terconnected strings, which are intermitted by the three bypass
diodes, resulting in three serial interconnected blocks of solar
cells. In the shingle matrix interconnection, each individual solar
cell is interconnected in series and parallel to its neighbors. This
is best described as a serial interconnection of rows of parallel
interconnected solar cells. Hence, each row can be considered
to perform like a single (long) solar cell. In this sense, the matrix
interconnection is like typical thin film solar modules consisting
of long, rectangular-shaped solar cells.

Note that the solar cells are interconnected by electrical re-
sistors Rlat modelling a lateral current transport as discussed
in [13]. However, Rlat only becomes relevant in the matrix
shingle layout when partial shading forces currents to flow along
the parallel interconnection of the solar cells to bypass shaded
areas. Values for Rlat range from 100 to 400 mΩ [13]. For
comparability also full sized solar cells and half-cut solar cells
are equipped with these lateral resistors on sub-cell level. Thus,
they have no effect in these layouts. The series resistance of the
interconnection was assumed to be 10 mΩ for all layouts and
has been added to the Rs in the two diode model.

D. Shading Scenarios

Since we use identical numbers of full cell equivalents all
shading scenarios are directly transferrable. For simplicity, we
neglect minor geometrical differences like cell and string gaps
in real PV modules and virtually place all solar cells without
any gaps, to eliminate such distracting differences. We set the
irradiation on shaded areas to zero ISO = 0.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 3. Module layouts investigated in this article a conventional full-sized solar cell interconnection b half-cut solar cell butterfly layout with centered diodes
and two parallel blocks of solar cells above and below c shingle string interconnection with six parallel strings of shingle solar cells intermitted by three diodes d
shingle matrix interconnection with serial and parallel interconnection of each individual solar cell. Note that in case of the shingle matrix layout, half-cut shingle
solar cells are introduced to form a rectangular module shape. Furthermore, not sketched, the solar cells are interconnected by a lateral resistance as discussed in
[10].

To find meaningful values for P̄ps, we define two basic shapes
of shadings. With these we aim to cover a significant fraction of
shadings occurring in an urban environment. Often other solar
modules, buildings, parts of building (chimneys, antennae, or
poles) cause rectangular shades either in the center of a module
or starting from the edge reaching into the center. We consider
such cases by defining a rectangular shading shape. Other often
observed shadings originate from leaves, bird droppings, and
vegetation in any form. We consider these cases by randomly
shaped shadings.

Rectangular scenarios are defined by their position
⇀

Csh = (x y)T on the module surface, their rotation angle αsh

towards the x-axis and their width wsh. Orthogonal to wsh the
shadow expands infinitely in these simulations. The shaded
area fraction is computed from these four parameters for each
scenario.

Random shading scenarios are built from pixels which can
either be illuminated or shaded. Its governing parameters are
the shaded area fraction Ash and the maximum number of
shadings nsh. Since shingle solar cells represent the smallest
unit, we create the scenarios for these layouts and transfer them
to the other layouts by, e.g., summarizing five shingle solar
cells to form the spatially corresponding full sized solar cell.
Each shingle solar cell is split into 25 × 25 pixels. Starting from
random seed pixels on the module surface, neighboring pixels
are randomly chosen one-by-one to be shaded. Again, following
the irradiation equality, we evaluate the average irradiation of

all pixels assigned to a solar cell. The number of pixels to be
shaded is directly defined by the shaded area fraction of each
scenario. nsh defines the maximum number of shadings, i.e., for
each scenario the totalAsh is distributed randomly on a randomly
chosen number of shadings from 1 to nsh. Shadings are allowed
to touch and merge but not to overlap.

Fig. 4 shows examples for the two basic shading cases. First,
shaded module areas are computed followed by the assignment
of the total irradiation on the individual solar cells. Following
the irradiation equality, the photocurrent of each solar cell is
computed and forwarded to LTspice as input for the circuit
model. More details on the performed simulations are given in
Section III.

E. Governing of the Parameters Defining the Shadings

Since high values for nsh tend to behave like a spatial homo-
geneous reduction of the irradiation (imaging distributing Ash

on 500 pieces of shading on the module surface), nsh is set to
a constant value and not varied within the studies. This leaves
Ash as the only independent variable and we can simply vary
Ash for any number of scenarios.

In case of rectangular shading, we have four independent
variables creating a large space of possible combinations. We,
therefore, use latin hypercube sampling (LHS) [36] to define
parameter combinations. Following the conclusion of Helton
and Davis [36] on different sampling strategies, “Monte Carlo
analysis with LHS is the most broadly applicable approach to
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Fig. 4. Shading scenarios investigated in the simulations. Seven exemplary shading scenarios given by their irradiation map are shown for both basic shading
cases and all three solar cell formats. Rectangular shadows are defined by their x- and y-position Csh = (x|y) on the module surface, their angle αsh toward the
x-axis and the width wsh. The length of the shadow expands infinitely. Random shading is defined by the number of shadows nsh = 10 and varying Ash , which
is defined by Ash =

∑
An.

the propagation and analysis of uncertainty and often the only
approach needed” [36]. As described by McKay et al. [37]
LHS combines and extends random quota sampling [38] and
latin square sampling [39]. The latter goes back to Euler, who
by using latin letters named this technique of distributing two
parameters. The extension to an n-dimensional parameter space
subsequently is called LHS. Each parameter range is divided into
x equidistant steps. Nowk n-tupel are formed so that there are no
similar values in any parameter or expressed differently: Every
step value of a parameter is used exactly once. This reduces the
xn possible parameter combinations to x combinations while
at the same time distributing the parameter values evenly in the
n-dimensional space.

III. SIMULATIONS

A. Robustness of P̄ ps

Prior to the determinations for the module layouts, we inves-
tigate the robustness of P̄ps. We created sets of random shading
patterns ranging from 10 to 1250 scenarios per data point. P̄ps

is determined for all module layouts.
For the rectangular shadings, we use subsets of the entire data

set for the robustness evaluation. Data points are sorted by Ash

and then split into sets of equidistant data points. For evaluation
of P̄ps we then randomly choose one of the datasets.

B. Determination of P̄ ps for Relevant Module Layouts

In our simulations we set ISO equal to 0 kW m−2. Table II
gives the boundary values for the four parameters defining the

TABLE II
PARAMETER LIMITS FOR LHS OF THE RECTANGULAR SHADING SCENARIOS

rectangular shading case. The boundaries are defined so that a
total coverage of the solar module is possible for any combina-
tion of x, y, αsh, and wsh. Since wsh expands symmetrically
around Csh its upper boundary value must be set to twice
the module diagonal to consider the case x = y = 0 mm and

Ash
!
= 1. Note, that we consider a full cell equivalent with the

size of 156.75 × 156.75 mm. We set the number of parameter
combinations to be created by LHS to 2000. The resulting Ash

for each scenario is computed from the set of parameters.
Examining the set of scenarios, we find, that due to the

boundaries set for the LHS, there are 777 scenarios with a shaded
area fraction of Ash = 1. This results from the demand, that
Ash = 1 should be a possible outcome for each parameter set.
This still leaves 1223 scenarios with values of Ash from 0 to 1.

Subsequently, we set the number of random scenarios to
approximately the same value (1250 scenarios). We setnsh = 10
and distribute Ash equidistantly into 1250 steps from 0 to 1.
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Fig. 5. Values of P̄ps obtained for varying numbers of rectangular scenarios
evaluated according to (7). The values for P̄ps appear to converge for more than
200 considered scenarios. The data points are evaluated from random subsets of
the entire data set.

Fig. 6. Values of P̄ps obtained for varying numbers of random shading
scenarios. For each step a new set of scenarios was created.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Robustness of P̄ ps

In Fig. 5 is plotted against the number of rectangular shad-
ing scenarios for the evaluation of P̄ps. For values larger
than 200 we find P̄ps = 0.687 ± 0.005 for the shingle ma-
trix layout, P̄ps = 0.595 ± 0.013 for the shingle string layout,
P̄ps = 0.448 ± 0.008 for the butterfly layout and P̄ps = 0.209 ±
0.005 for the conventional layout. The errors refer to the standard
deviation on the considered data points. From the course of the
plotted data and the low errors we conclude, that for a number
larger than 200 scenarios P̄ps is a robust value.

Fig. 6 shows P̄ps a similar evaluation for the random sce-
narios. Again P̄ps is plotted against the number of scenarios.
For values larger than 200 we find P̄ps = 0.563 ± 0.010 for

the matrix layout, P̄ps = 0.469 ± 0.013 for the string layout,
P̄ps = 0.327 ± 0.011 for the butterfly layout and P̄ps = 0.202 ±
0.005 for the conventional layout. Again, we find that P̄ps

shows robust values for a relatively small number of scenarios
(compared to the consideration of infinite scenarios).

In both cases the values found for 200 as well as the maximum
number of scenarios are already within the projected final range.
We conclude that this method is applicable to investigate the
partial shading response of arbitrary module layouts subjected
to clusters of random shading. With cluster we address the
definition of a basic shading shape like rectangular or random
and the generation of a set of random shadings similar to the
basic scenario.

It is obvious from these findings that the absolute value for
P̄ps is a function of the chosen basic shading case. However,
this is the first step towards a case-sensitive quantification of the
response to partial shading. Next steps would be the definition of
further basic cases if needed, e.g., branch-like random structures
(rather than random spherical ones). A set of P̄ps-values for
different basic shading scenarios could then define a shading
response vector which could be multiplied by a weighting-vector
for different locations, such as roof-tops (almost only rectangular
shapes), facades (mixture of random and rectangular), vehicle
integration (mixture of random and rectangular). Such a strategy
is a possible solution to gain reliable information on the response
of future solar module layouts to partial shading.

Although 200 scenarios appear to be sufficient, a larger
number of scenarios offers further insight, e.g., into effects
originating from conductive bypass diode states.

B. P̄ ps for Rectangular Shading

Fig. 7 shows the results for rectangular shading scenarios and
the four module layouts as indicated in the legend of each layer.
Each data point corresponds to one scenario. The area below
the data is highlighted for each set. Note, that for some data
points the area below is too thin to be displayed with the given
resolution of the x-axis. From the obtained distribution of the
data, it is obvious that the relationship between shaded area
fraction and PV module power can hardly be described by rea-
sonable mathematical function. However, with the integration of
the complete dataset, we provide suitable basis for comparison
between different layouts.

Besides the seemingly unsystematic distribution of the data
points, we can identify qualitative differences which can be
used to interpret the results. For example, both shingle layouts
show nonzero power outputs up to a fully shaded PV solar
module (Ash = 1). In contrast to that there is no power output
to be expected from the butterfly module for Ash > 0.8. In case
of the conventional layout this is even more severe, and the
power output rapidly drops to zero for Ash > 0.2. There are
few exceptions from this and most prominent are the data points
which involve one or multiple conductive bypass diodes in the
simulated scenario. These states can be identified by a distinct
horizontal accumulation of data points, as indicated by the black
arrows.

In case of both shingle and the conventional layout there are
two whereas the butterfly layout displays five such diode levels.
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Fig. 7. Results of the LHS study for rectangular shadows. Each graph contains the data points for one module layout with its ideal power output as dash-dotted
line. The area below P (Ash) is highlighted and P̄ps computed according to (7) given in the legend. Several horizontal lines corresponding to cases where at
least one bypass diode is conductive are visible. Note, that the sketched cases of conductive bypass diodes labeling the lines are exemplary and include all possible
permutations of the individual case.

The additional levels in the butterfly layout are caused by the
separation of the PV solar module in an upper and a lower
half, which are interconnected in parallel. In Fig. 7 all levels
are identified with an exemplary schematic of the bypass diode
configuration corresponding to the power level.

The evaluation of (8) yields average values of P̄ps = 0.692
for the shingle matrix, P̄ps = 0.602 for the shingle string (87%
of the shingle matrix), P̄ps = 0.461 for the butterfly (67%) and
P̄ps = 0.213 for the conventional interconnection (31%). One
reason for the significant differences found for the P̄ps values
lies in the combination of serial and parallel interconnection of
the solar cells in the shingle modules. For both layouts we find
many data points close to the line of the ideal power output.
11.94% and 5.23% of the data lie within 10% below the ideal
power output for the shingle matrix and the shingle string layout,
respectively. For the conventional and the butterfly layout only
1.64% and 1.88% respectively are found within 10% of the ideal
power output. Most of these data points are close to Ash = 0 ,

whereas in the shingle layouts the points close to ideal power
output scatter over the complete range of Ash. When shading
strikes under large angles αsh close to 90 ◦, it affects shingle
PV solar modules perpendicular to the parallel interconnection.
In these cases, shingle PV solar modules suffer only losses
proportional to the width of the shading covering the module.
We can therefore state that shingle PV solar modules respond
ideally to such shading scenarios, which is not achievable by the
other layouts to this degree.

Other than the shingle string, the shingle matrix intercon-
nection allows lateral current flows as discussed in previous
work [13]. This becomes most relevant for a wide angular width
around the module diagonal. Resulting from this, even more
data points are close to the ideal response and a difference of
Δ P̄ps = 9%abs higher compared to the shingle string intercon-
nection is found.

Overall, the distinct differences between the investigated
module layouts indicate, that the interconnection scheme can
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Fig. 8. Results for random shading of PV modules. Each graph contains the data points for one module layout with its ideal power output as dash-dotted line.
The area below P (Ash) is highlighted and P̄ps computed according to (7) given in the legend. We find less distinct horizontal lines compared to rectangular
shading corresponding bypass diode in conductive states.

have a large impact on the shading response of the PV solar
modules when partially shaded by rectangular objects, of up to
factor 3 to 4.

C. P̄ ps for Random Shading

Fig. 8 shows the data obtained for random shading in the
same manner as presented for rectangular shading in the last
section. Again P (Ash) is derived from the power output of
every individual simulated scenario. P̄ps is evaluated similar
to Fig. 7 and the values given in the legend of each layer.
Again, we find significant differences in P̄ps with values of
P̄ps = 0.545 for the shingle matrix P̄ps = 0.446 for the shingle
string P̄ps = 0.319 for the butterfly, and P̄ps = 0.207 for the
conventional interconnection. The ranking between the layouts
is identical to the rectangular shading scenario however with
lower absolute values. We propose that the reason for this is
inherent for the considered basic shading shape. In rectangular
shading, there is a certain probability that only a part of the

module, bypassed by a protective diode, is affected. Random
shading as investigated in this article will with a high probability
affect multiple parts of the module resulting in less conductive
bypass diode states and hence an overall reduced power output.
This assumption is supported by the fact that the data in Fig. 8
exhibit less distinct levels of conductive bypass diode states
and appear more scattered especially for powers below 100 W
(butterfly and conventional layout).

It seems remarkable that the shingle layouts show a more
evenly decay with Ash , almost like an exponential dependence
of P (Ash). However, we currently do not have a physically
motivated explanation for this, especially since the two other
layouts do not show such a behavior and therefore besides stating
the observation leave a possible explanation to future work.

Fig. 9 summarizes the results for evaluation of P̄ ps for both
investigated basic shading scenarios and all four investigated
PV module layouts. As we used LHS is capable to represent
the multidimensional parameter space P̄ ps incorporates a high
expressiveness. For example, we can conclude that e.g., for
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Fig. 9. Comparison of P̄ps for all layouts and both shading cases.

locations involving rectangular shading a shingle matrix module
with P̄ ps = 0.692 is expected to yield approximately 3 to 4
times more energy compared to the conventional interconnection
with P̄ ps = 0.213 (without taking into account the potentially
higher nominal capacity of a shingle module). In the same man-
ner, a shingle matrix module is expected to yield approximately
70% of the energy an ideal interconnection of solar cells which
does not suffer from overproportionate shading losses would
yield.

As such information becomes more useful for the growing use
cases of integrated PV, e.g., BIPV and VIPV we see a growing
need to include such ratings in solar module data sheets in the
near future.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, we discussed an important approach already
taken and now proposed by our group to access the shading
resilience of solar modules. The key features of our approach
involve the definition of basic shading shapes and the demand
to distribute random shading scenarios equidistantly with respect
to their shaded area fraction Ash. We conduct large-scale Monte
Carlo simulations, partly governed by LHS with more than 3000
investigated scenarios in total.

Our results show differences in P̄ps for four module layouts
compared in both rectangular and random shading. However, in
both cases the shingle solar modules show significant advantages
over the butterfly and conventional interconnections. We find,
that in general rectangular shading leads to higher values of
P̄ps since bypass diodes reduce losses more often and effective
than in case of randomly distributed shaded areas. The results
in general show that from the currently existing solar module
layouts shingle solar cell modules offer the highest potential
to increase the energy yield in environments where shading is
frequently affecting the solar modules.

Although we presented validation experiments of rectangular
shading scenarios in a previous publication [13], future work
could focus on further experimental validation. Field testing of

solar modules subjected to dynamic shadings could indicate the
impact on energy yield for the different layouts.

Although some approaches already exist, values to quantify
the response of solar modules still rely on experimental or
numerical investigation of many different scenarios. We show,
that by our approach 200–400 scenarios per basic shading case
already produce robust average values. This can be used as
a baseline for further improvement including the formulation
of further basic shading shapes and a weighting function or
vector for different sites and applications (vehicle or building
integration, roof top or power plant installations). We see the
need of such information in PV module data sheets in the future
to account for the growing diversity in PV applications, which
also has already been demanded in other work [2], [40].
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